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Abstract 
We present a sound and complete axiomatisation for extended computation tree logic. This 
language extends the standard computation tree logic CTL* by allowing path formulae to be 
expressed in linear time mu-calculus instead of linear-time temporal logic. The main novelties 
in the current paper are an inference rule in the axiom system reflecting the limit closure of 
paths, a new strongly aconjunctive deterministic normal form for formulae, and the way the 
completeness proof takes advantage of techniques provided by automata theory. 
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1. Introduction 
This paper solves the problem of providing a sound and complete axiomatisation for 
extended computation tree logic vCTL *. The axiom system contains a new inference 
rule reflecting the limit closure of paths, as the axiomatisation is sound and complete 
with respect to the class of R-generable models. 
The computation tree logic CTL* [8] arises by adding path quantifiers to the standard 
propositional linear-time temporal logic LTL [9], and is used widely in specification and 
verification of concurrent systems (for surveys, see [5,16]). The extended computation 
tree logic vCTL* is an interesting extension of CTL*, using linear-time mu-calculus 
vTL instead of standard linear-time temporal logic LTL for path formulae, and allow- 
ing the expression of all o-regular path properties. Expressively equivalent formula- 
tions of extended computation tree logic using linear-time operators corresponding to 
o-regular expressions and various types of finite automata on infinite strings are dis- 
cussed in [3, 19,221. Requiring an infinite family of temporal operators, these formula- 
tions are syntactically less elegant than the fixpoint-based vCTL*, which only requires 
the single nexttime temporal operator. At the basis of all these extensions of the branch- 
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ing time logic CTL* are extensions of the underlying linear-time logic LTL, either by 
automata-based temporal operators [23,25], or by fixpoints as in vTL [2]. 
Although all these logics are decidable, and natural axiom systems for many of 
the underlying linear time formalisms are known (LTL [9], ETL [25], vTL [lo]; see 
also [24]), axiomatising the branching time logics has turned out to be difficult. The 
main reason for this is the interaction of path quantifiers with other operators of the 
logic, which means that it is generally not enough to simply add the obvious quantifier 
rules to an axiomatisation of the underlying linear-time logic. 
There are several different classes of structures for interpreting branching time log- 
its. A common and computationally natural class of models are the R-generuble struc- 
tures [4], basically normal transition systems where every maximal sequence of pairwise 
connected states counts as a path. More general classes of models in which not all such 
sequences are considered paths for the purposes of path quantification arise, e.g. from 
fairness considerations, Although the notion of what counts as a path can in principle 
be arbitrary, the set of paths is usually required to fulfil some regular properties. It 
turns out that R-generability corresponds to the requirements of suffix, fusion and limit 
closure [4]. 
Different classes of models correspond to different notions of universal validity, and 
therefore to different axiomatisation problems. An axiomatisation of CTL* that is com- 
plete with respect o all su5x closed models is presented in [16], and it is shown that 
this can be extended to an axiomatisation that is complete with respect o all suffix 
and fusion closed models by adding the axiom Qo# + oQ~. However, the problem of 
completely axiomatising CTL* for R-generable models, i.e. capturing limit closure by 
axioms, has been an open problem for some while, stated e.g. in [8,5,16]. The best 
that is known is an axiomatisation for CTL, a restricted sublogic of CTL*, where limit 
closure is characterised by the axiom schema k QG(4 + El 04) + (4 + ~Gc#J) [5,6]. 
The current paper solves the axiomatisation problem with respect to R-generable 
structures for the extended computation tree logic vCTL*. To character&e limit closure, 
we introduce a new inference rule, the 3v-induction. The completeness proof is based 
on transforming vCTL* formulae to a strongly aconjunctive deterministic normal form 
that corresponds to deterministic finite automata on infinite strings. On a general evel, 
what the approach here illustrates is how insights given by automata theory can be 
taken advantage of in showing the completeness of a logical axiomatisation. 
An intriguing aspect in the completeness proof is that the ability to transform a 
formula to the deterministic form requires the power given by arbitrary alternation 
of fixpoints. Therefore, the approach is not directly applicable for the formulation of 
extended computation tree logic with o-regular expressions, although this is semanti- 
cally equiexpressive with vCTL*. The same holds also for CTL*, so the axiomatisation 
problem for it remains open. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let us first recall some standard efinitions. 
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Definition 1. We use C* (Z”) to denote the set of finite (infinite) strings of elements 
of C, (s( to denote the length of s, E the empty string, s . s’ the concatenation of s 
and s’, and s =$ s’ to mean that s is a prefix of s’. If s = as.. . a,, . . . E Z* U C”‘, s(i) 
is the element ai, s[i.. .f the string a; . ..aj. and s[i.. .] the string aiai+t . . . For any 
n E N, [n] denotes the set (0,. . . , n - 1). The notation 2A denotes the powerset of A, 
and f:A --B a partial function from A to B. 
Definition 2. A tree is a set T C N* such that E E T and for every t E N* and i E N, 
if t.iET, then tET, and if t.(i+l)ET, then t.iET. If T is a tree, we call every 
t E T a node of T. The root node of T is E. For every t E N* and i E IV, if t . i E T, 
we call t the parent of t. i, and t. i a child of t. If t, t’ E T and t < t’, we say that t is 
an ancestor of t’, and tt a descendant of t. If the set T is finite, T is a jinite tree. If 
t E T implies t .O E T for every t E T, T is a total tree. A sequence totlt2.. . of nodes 
of T is a path of T iff each ti+l is a child of tip and if the sequence is finite, then the 
final node is childless. If p = tot1 t2 . . . is a path of T, we use St(p) to denote the set 
of nodes of T on path p. The set of all paths of T starting from node t is denoted by 
paths( T, t). 
For any set C, a C-labelled tree T is partial mapping T: N* - C such that the 
domain of T is a tree. 
The language of vCTL* is built from propositions, boolean connectives, the minimal 
fixpoint operator p, the temporal operator nexttime 0, and a path quantifier for all 
paths V. For simplicity, we assume that all models are tree-like, at most countably 
branching, and all paths are infinite. Since the logic is insensitive to unwindings, there 
is no loss of generality in considering only tree models. 
Definition 3. Fix a countable set 3 of atomic propositions. The formulae of vCTL* 
are defined by the abstract syntax 
where z varies over 6. In p. 4, z is required to be bindable in 4, that is: 
- z only occurs positively in 4, i.e. in the scope of an even number of negations, and 
- z does not occur in the scope of a path quantifier V in 4. 
The derived operators V, =s, ti are as usual, and 34 and vz. cj stand for 34 = TV+ 
and vz. CJ = 1p.z. +-z/z]. The symbol B refers to both p and v, and il to both V 
and 3. An occurrence of z in 4 is bound iff it is within a subformula oz. 4’ of 4 and 
free otherwise. The expression ~[&/zo, . . . ,&,/z,] denotes the result of simultaneously 
substituting each & for all free occurrences of zi in 4. If some free variable zt of 4i 
would be captured by a fixpoint CZ’ of 4 in the substitution, the bound variable zt in 
4 is systematically renamed. 
A formula C$ is atomic iff either C$ =z or 4 = lz for some z E 3’. A formula 4 is a 
basic state formula iff either C$ is atomic or C$ =VC#J’ or 4 = -V# for some 4’. If 4 is 
a boolean composition of basic state formulae, 4 is a state formula, otherwise (b is a 
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proper path formula. A formula without any path quantifiers is a pure path formula. 
An occurrence of a variable z in a formula 4 is guarded iff it is in a subformula of 
the type 04’. A formula 4 is guarded iff for every subformula az. 4’ of 4, every 
occurrence of z in 4’ is guarded. The V-depth of 4, denoted by dv(4), is the level of 
nesting of path quantifiers in 4. 
Notice that the language of the pure path formulae of vCTL* is precisely the linear- 
time mu-calculus vTL. Notice also the difference between vCTL* and the well-known 
modal mu-calculus [12]: In the former we have the modality 0, for the unique succes- 
sor, and the path quantifiers allow us to refer to the different branches of the model. 
In the latter, on the other hand, we can refer to the branching structure directly by the 
modalities o and q , for some/every successor. 
Definition 4. A model M is a total tree labelled with sets of atomic propositions, 
M: N* -22”. 
Let A4 be a model and p a path of M. The set of states of M on path p satisfying 
a formula 4, denoted by j]4]l~,~, is defined inductively as follows: 
IIa,p = {s E St(P) I z E W))P 
I17411MP = st(P>\IMIIMM.p~ 
II4 A Cb’llMP = Il~llicr,p fl ll4’IlM,,p~ 
IIo~IIM,~ = -ts E St(p) I s= p(n) and ~(n + 1) E Il4lLwph 
IIWIIM,~ = 1s E Np> I VP’ E paths(Ms) : s E II~IIM,~~~~ 
IIP. 441~,~ = ntw c So I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ L 6 
where M[W/z] is defmed by M[W/z](t) =M(t) U {z}, if t E W, and M[ W/z](t) = 
M(t)\(z), if t @ W. 
We w&e M, P k 4 iff pWE lld&f,p. We say that # is true at state s of M and 
write M, s + 4 iff M, p k 4 for all p E paths(M,s). We write M k fj iff M,s b 4 for 
all states s of M, and /= 4 iff A4 b 4 for all models M. A formula 4 is satisjiable iff 
A4,p k 4 for some M and p. 
For some examples of vCTL*-formulae, the property on some path a holdrr in every 
even state can be expressed by 3(vz. a A OOZ). and the property on all paths a holds 
almost everywhere by V(p.z . (vx.a A ox) V oz). 
In the truth definition above, every path through the model tree counts for the pur- 
poses of path quantification. However, we can also take a more general approach, where 
only a subset of paths are considered for quantification. Such more general models 
become useful, for example, when some infinite execution sequences of a program are 
not considered valid because of fairness considerations. In principle, the subset of paths 
considered for quantification can be completely arbitrary. However, often this does not 
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correspond to the underlying intuitions, and some constraints are imposed on the set. 
Three possible constraints often appearing in the literature are sufJix closure, i.e. if p 
is a path then so is p[l . . .], fusion closure, i.e. if p and p’ are paths and p(i) = p’(j) 
then p[O.. . (i - l)] . p’[j., .] is a path, and limit closure, i.e. if p[O.. . i] is a prefix of 
some path for every i E N, then p is a path. When modelling computation, suffix and 
fusion closure correspond to the intuition that how computation proceeds from a given 
state depends only on the state itself, and not on how the state was reached. Limit 
closure is a continuity property. 
A stronger requirement is that the set is R-generable, meaning that the set of paths 
over which quantification takes place is generated naturally by an underlying transition 
relation. Under the technical side-condition that every parent-child step occurs in some 
path, in the current framework R-generability corresponds to the requirement that every 
path of a model tree counts for the purposes of quantification, i.e. to the notion of a 
model and truth definition above. It is obvious that R-generability implies suffix, fusion 
and limit closure; the set of all paths in a tree clearly has these properties. The converse 
holds as well: if a model is suffix, fusion and limit-closed models, then it is also 
R-generable [4]. This means that we can look at the axiomatisation problem as capturing 
the three closure properties by axioms. 
Before discussing the actual axiomatisation of vCTL*, let us introduce some more 
technical machinery. 
Definition 5. A formula C$ is in positive normal form (abbreviated pnf) iff it only 
contains atomic propositions, their negations, and the V, A, ~3, ‘d, p and v-operators. 
If C$ is a formula, pnf(4) is the unique formula in positive normal form obtained from 
C$J by pushing negations inwards using DeMorgan’s laws and the rules -04 = 0-4, 
+c$ = 314, 134 = V/-4, 1p.r. I$ = vz . +-z/z] and lvz . c$ = pz . +-z/z]. 
Let us then describe a tableau-based account of truth in a model for path formulae, 
related to the constructions in [ 1, 13, 17, 18,211. To keep track of fixpoint unfoldings 
we use the standard tool of definition lists [ 171. 
Definition 6. Fix a set % of dejinition constants. The notion of an extendedformula is 
as that of a formula, but allowing definition constants in place of free atomic proposi- 
tions. A definition list is a finite sequence d = (ug, ozo.&). . . (u,, crz,,.&), where every 
ui E 9 and Ozi.4i is an extended fixpoint formula, all ui are distinct, and if a constant 
u OCCUTS in 4i, then u = uj for some j< i. For every ui, define d(ui) = azi.4i. We call 
u a maximal or minimal fixpoint constant of d depending on whether d(u)= vz. 4 
or d(u)=p.z. 4. If C$ is an extended formula and d a definition list, &d] is de- 
fined by $[E] = C$ and q5[d . (u,$)] = (4[ll//u])[d]. If r is a set of extended formulae, 
r[dl= -t4k4I+ E 0. 
We say that a constant ui is active in 4 (relative to the definition list d) iff either 
Ui occws in c$, or there is some uj, i < j, such that ui occurs in d(u,) and Uj is active 
in 4. 
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name application name application 
i 
Note: 1: ‘1~ does not appear in d 2: d(U) = 02.~ 
3: each $ E I’[4 is a basic state formula 
In each rule. r is disioint from the other set I 
Fig. 1. Path tableau rules. 
Definition 7. Let 4 be a formula in pnf. A path tableau T is an infinite sequence 
T = (io,T,,do)(il,rl,dl). . . where 
- every ij E N, rj is a finite set of extended formulae in pnf, and dj is a definition 
list containing all definition constants in rj, 
- every (ii+l,rj+l,dj+l) is derived from (ij,Tj,dj) by applying one of the rules in 
Fig. 1, and 
- (io,To,do)=(O,{4),s). 
We say that j E N is a o-point of T iff the o-rule is applied at point j of T. For 
every j E N, the rule applied at point j induces a dependency relation + c iJj x rj+l 
by: 
- if the rule is not 0, the formula in rj to which the rule is applied depends on the 
resulting formulae (e.g. C/I V (6’ -+ C#J for VL) and II/ + I) for every other I) E rj 
- if the rule is 0, 04 + I#I for every formula of the form 04 E rj. 
For any n E N, a sequence &,&,... is a dependency sequence from point n iff every 
& E ‘r,+i and 4i + &+I relative to the rule applied at point n + i. A path tableau is 
proper iff there is no minimal fixpoint constant u E 4! and infinite dependency sequence 
40,41,.** from some point n such that 4i = u for infinitely many i E N. 
A path tableau T agrees with path p of model M iff M, p(ij) b tj for every o-point 
j of T and every basic state formula $ E c[di]. 
Proposition 8. Let d, be a guarded formula in pnf, h4 a model and p a path of M. 
Then M, p b 4 tj” there is a proper path tableau T for 4 agreeing with path p of 
model M. 
Proof. Standard, see e.g. [13,17,18,21]. 0 
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3. Axiomatisation 
The axiomatisation of vCTL* below consists of four components: an axiomatisation 
of the linear-time mu-calculus vTL, i.e. the language of pure path formulae, some 
obvious quantification rules for the path quantifiers, an axiom corresponding to fusion 
closure, and an inference rule reflecting limit closure. The main novelty is the last of 
these. This inference rule characterising limit closure is of the form 
from $ =+ 3$[1+9/2] infer $ * 3vz. 4. 
Unfortunately, this rule is not sound for all formulae 4. For example, consider the 
model M which is a total binary tree where M(s) = {a,b} iff s E 0* and M(s) = 0 
otherwise. Then A4 k b + 3(a A gb A OO-YZ) but not M b b += 3vz .(a A oz A 00~). 
Let us therefore first characterise semantically a class of formulae, those bounded by z, 
for which the rule is sound. 
Definition 9. Let C$ be a pure path formula, and assume that z occurs only positively 
in C#J. We say that 4 is bounded by z iff for all models M and all paths p of A4 such 
that M, p + 4, either 
1. M[(d/zl, P k 4, or 
2. there is some point n E N such that A4, p(n) k z, and M[{p(n)}/z], p’ b C#I for all 
paths p’ of A4 for which p’[O.. . n] = p[O.. . n]. 
Intuitively, the above states that if 44, p k (p, either C#J would hold of p even if z 
was not true anywhere along p at all, or there is some particular point p(n) along p 
such that z is true in p(n), and if we assume that z was true only at p(n), C$ would 
still hold of p, and not only of p but of every other path that follows p up to the 
point p(n), as well. This expresses the idea that C$ being true of p only depends on 
what p is like up to p(n). 
Lemma 10. Let c$ be a pure path formula, $ any formula, and z a variable such that z 
is bindable in 4 and C#I is bounded by z. Then for any model M, ifM i= $ + 31#1[$/z] 
then M k + + ~VZ.C#I. 
Proof. If M k $ + 3$[11//z] and M, p b 1+9, we can inductively construct a sequence 
(p",ko) . . . (p',k') . . . where each k’ E N and pi is a path of M, such that p’(O) = p(0) 
and for all elements of the sequence, 
- k’ = 0 iff (p’,k’) is the last element in the sequence, and then M[{p’(O)}/z], pi b 4, 
and otherwise; 
- p’+‘(O) = p’(k’), M, p'[k' . . .] /= IJ and M[{p’(k’)}/z], p’ b 4 for all paths p’ of M 
for which p’[O.. . k’] = p'[O . . . k’]. 
If this sequence is finite and (p”,k”) is its last element, we can define a path p’ such 
that M,p’ k vz.4 by 
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If the sequence is infinite, define such a path p’ by 
p’=pO[O...kO]. pl[l . ..k’]. pZ[l...k2]... 
Notice that in the latter case limit closure is required for p’ to be a path of M. q 
Next we identify a syntactic property, strong aconjunctivity, guaranteeing bound- 
edness. The concept of aconjunctivity was introduced by Kozen [12] as a technical 
restriction, stating intuitively that in a formula ,UZ .(. . . c$ A 4’ . . .) the minimal fixpoint 
,uz cannot be regenerated via both 4 and 4’. The notion used here is similar, but 
restricts not only occurrences of minimal fixpoint variables but also those of maximal 
fixpoint variables and the o-operator. 
Definition 11. Let 4 be a pure path formula in pnf. We say that 4 is strongly acon- 
junctiue iff for all subformulae of 4 of the form &-, A $1, at most one of the I,$ is 
a proper path formula or contains a bound occurrence of a fixpoint variable of 4. 
An arbitrary formula 4 in pnf is strongly aconjunctive iff 4 can be written in the 
form I$ = f$‘[l7~/xs,. . . , Il$,&] where 4’ is a strongly aconjunctive pure path formula. 
A formula 4 which is not in pnf is strongly aconjunctive iff pnf(4) is. 
A formula $J is strongly co-aconjunctive iff -4 is strongly aconjunctive. 
Notice that if 4 is a strongly aconjunctive pure path formula, $a A $1 a subformula 
of 4, and $0 contains an occurrence of the o-operator or a fixpoint variable of 4, then 
$1 is a state formula without any occurrences of 0 or any fixpoint variable of 4, i.e. 
I+$ is a boolean composition of atomic propositions. 
Lemma 12. Let C$ be a formula in pnf, and z a variable such that z is bindable in C$ 
and vz .c$ is strongly aconjunctive. Then I#J is bounded by z. 
Proof. By the technique of [ 1, Section 2.41, we can assume that 4 is guarded. If 
A4, p b C#I, we show that one of the cases of Definition 9 must hold by taking a proper 
path tableau T which corresponds to M, p + C$ by Proposition 8, and reading from 
it either a proper path tableau T’ witnessing M[@/z], p /= 4, or a point p(n) and 
a proper path tableau T’ witnessing M[{p(n)}/z], p’ + 4, for all paths p’ of M such 
that p’[O...n]=p[O... n]. For the latter it is essential that for any conjunction $0 A $1 
occurring in T, at most one of the $i cancontain z or be a proper path formula. 0 
Let us now formulate the axiomatisation. 
Definition 13. We say that a vCTL*-formula 4 is provable and write k 4 iff it is 
derivable in the deductive system in Fig. 2. 
Axioms axl-ax4 and modus ponens, o-necessitation and v-induction inference rules 
correspond directly to the axiomatisation of the linear-time mu-calculus vTL in [lo]. 
Axioms axS-ax7 and V-necessitation rule express obvious properties of path quantifi- 
cation, and axiom ax8 reflects fusion closure [16]. Finally, 3v-induction inference rule 
















all propositional tautologies 
O(,$ * 11) * (04 * 04) 
06 @ 10-d 
4 + V+, where 4 is a state formula 
VO4 * ow 
from I$ and 4 + II, infer $ 
from qS infer 04 
from 4 + +[4/z] infer 7) * u.z.4 
from 4 infer Vqt 
from 4 * !L#J[$/z] infer II, * Zbz.& 
where vz.q6 is strongly aconjunctive 
Fig. 2. A deductive system for vCTL*. 
character&es limit closure. There is no particular axiom corresponding to suffix clo- 
sure. However, from the other axioms and rules we can derive the schema OVA +- 04, 
which is not universally valid in non-suffix-closed structures. 
Let us introduce the duals of the fixpoint induction rules as derived rules. 
p-induction: from +[ll//z]++ infer p.+=+$, 
V@nduction: from VC$[$/Z] + $ infer V,uz. 4 + I), 
where p. C#I is strongly co-aconjunctive 
Theorem 14 (Soundness). If k 4 then + 4. 
Proof. The Iv-induction rule is sound by Lemmas 10 and 12, and all other rules and 
axioms are obvious. 0 
Since the axiomatisation above properly contains an axiomatisation for the linear- 
time mu-calculus and this is already known to be complete, we know immediately that 
the proof system is complete with respect to all pure path formulae. 
Proposition 15. Let 4 be a pure path formula. If + I$ then t- 4. 
Proof. The axioms axl-ax4 and modus ponens, o-necessitation, and v-induction rules 
form a complete axiomatisation of the linear mu-calculus vTL, i.e. the language of pure 
path formulae ([lo], see also [24] for an alternative proof). 0 
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It is also easy to see that the following result holds. 
Lemma 16 (Substitution). If 1 4 then k c$[$/z] for any jiornndu II/. 
4. A normal form 
The completeness proof for the axiomatisation is based on transforming formulae 
to a normal form, the full strongly aconjunctive deterministic form. One of the in- 
gredients, strong aconjunctivity, we have already defined. The other, determinism in 
formulae, is analogous to determinism in automata. Intuitively, in every disjunction 
in a deterministic formula and every possible state of a model, at most one of the 
disjuncts can be propositionally consistent with the state label. 
Definition 17. Let C$ and fl be pure path formulae, and + a propositional formula, 
i.e. one containing only atomic formulae and the propositional connectives A,V and 1. 
We say that II/ is a deterministic choice for C$ V c$’ iff 
1 E ;,;$ Td 7 . 
Let 4 be a pure path formula in pnf. We say that 4 is deterministic iff for every 
subformula of 4 of the form ~$0 V 41, there is a propositional formula $ such that 
- + is a deterministic choice for C#JO V 41, and 
- $ does not contain any occurrences of variables bound by fixpoints in 4. 
Definition 18. Let C$ be a pure path formula. We say that C#J is in the strongly acon- 
junctive deterministic form (abbreviated sad-form) iff 
- C$ is guarded, 
- 4 is strongly aconjunctive, and 
- C$ is deterministic. 
An arbitrary formula C#J is in sad-form iff 4 can be written in the form C#J =
N[nxo/xo,. . ., II&x& where fl is a pure path formula in sad-form. 
An arbitrary formula C$ is in full sad-form iff C$ can be written in the form 4 = 
~‘E~Xo/~o, f * f , njfk/xk], where 4’ is a pure path formula in sad-form, each xi occurs 
only positively in I$‘, and each xi is a formula in Ml sad-form. 
The rest of the section is dedicated to showing that for any r$ there is an equivalent 4’ 
in full sad-form. The transformation is done using deterministic Rabin string automata. 
To map such automata to deterministic formulae, we use first recurrence automata on 
infinite objects. These are a particularly simple case of purity automata of [7,15]. The 
structure of first recurrence automata is so close to that of linear mu-calculus formulae 
that we can effectively view one as a representation of the other, and vice versa. In 
particular, deterministic first recurrence automata are trivial to translate to linear time 
mu-calculus formulae in sad-form. 
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Definition 19. Let C be a finite alphabet. A deterministic automaton on infinite C- 
strings is a 4-tuple A = (Q, qo, 6, a), where Q is a finite set of states, qo E Q the initial 
state, 6 : Q x E -+ Q the transition function, and Sz an acceptance condition, defined 
later. The run of A on s E Co is the infinite sequence p E Q“’ of states such that 
p(O) = qo and every p(i + 1) = G(p(i),s(i)). 
We say that an automaton is tree-like iff the set of states Q forms a finite tree, the 
initial state qo is the root E, and for every state q E Q and input letter s E Z, 6(q,s) is 
either a child or an ancestor of q. 
Definition 20. A deterministicjrst recurrence automaton (abbreviated FR-automaton) 
is a deterministic automaton A = (Q, qo, 6, s2) which is tree-like and where the accep- 
tance condition is of the form Q = F c Q. 
A run p of a deterministic FR-automaton A is accepting iff q E F where q is the 
element of Q such that 
- p(i) = q for infinitely many i E N, and 
- for every proper ancestor q’ of q (in the tree Q), p(i) = q’ for only finitely many 
iEN. 
Notice the difference between first recurrence and Biichi-automata: in former we 
require that the most senior (in the ancestral ordering of Q) infinitely often occurring 
state is accepting, in latter just that some infinitely often occurring state is. 
Lemma 21. Let 3’ c %” be a finite set of propositions, and let A be a deterministic 
FR-automaton on infinite 23’-strings. 
There exists a pure path formula &A) such that 4(A) is in sad-form, and for 
any model M and any path p of M, M, p /= 4(A) tff A accepts the string s where 
s(i) =M(p(i)) II 3” for every i E N. 
Proof. Write A = (Q,qo, 6,F) and fix a fresh distinct variable z(q) for each q E Q. 
Define the formula 4(A) by &A) = 4(qo), w h ere for every q E Q the formula 4(q) is 
defined inductively by 
x(Z) A ozt&hZ)) if 6(q,Z) is an ancestor of q, 
Hq,Z) = 
x(Z) A o4(&q,Z)) otherwise, 
It is easy to see that &A) has the required properties. 0 
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We are now able to translate any pure path formula to an equivalent one in the 
strongly aconjunctive deterministic form. What is more, this can be done also in the 
level of provability. 
Proposition 22. For any pure path formula 4 there exists a pure path formula # in 
sad-form such that k $I w 4’. 
Proof. By the completeness of the axiomatisation for pure path formulae (Proposition 
15), it suffices to show the existence of such a 4’ for which + 4 ti 4’. 
Let 3”’ c %” be the set of propositions occurring free in 4. By [21] there is a Biichi 
automaton A on infinite 2z’-strings such that for every A4 and p, M, p b 4 iff A 
accepts s, where s(i) = M(p(i)) f~ 3 for every i E N. By McNaughton’s theorem [ 141 
(also [20, Theorem 4.41) there is an equivalent deterministic Rabin automaton A’. 
Translating the deterministic Rabin automaton A’ to an equivalent deterministic first 
recurrence automaton, A” is rather straightforward, e.g. on the basis of the constructions 
in [7, 151 (for full technical details, see [ll, Section 3.2.31). The claim follows then by 
Lemma 21. 0 
Proposition 23. For every formula 4 there is a formula I$’ in full sad-form such that 
k f#J*f#I’. 
Proof. Let us show by induction on n that for every n E IV the claim holds for all 4 
such that dv(+) < n. Notice first that if dv(4) = 0, the claim holds by Lemma 15. 
Assume then that the claim holds for n, and take any 4 such that dv(4) = n + 1. 
We can write 4 in the form C/J = @f&o,. . . , ‘dx&], where $ is a pure path formula 
and dv(Xt)<n for every xi. Since $ is a pure path formula, by induction assumption 
there is a I&’ in full sad-form such that k II/ H t,k’. 
Let then Xc . . . .fk be fresh variables, and denote by @’ the formula obtained by 
replacing each lxi by _?i in $‘. Then I/I’ = I/I”[~~o/&, . . . , lx&k] and every Xi and 
.Fi occurs only positively in yY. Since for every i, dv(-Xi) =d&)<n, by induction 
assumption there are formulae xi and 2: in full sad-form such that l-xi H xf and I- 
Txi H Xi. Define then 
4’ = V[~X;lxo , . . . , v&, 3j$/ii&. . . ,3j&]. 
It is easy to see that I- C#J w 4’. Moreover, since xi and Zi occur in $” only positively 
and xi and Xi are in full sad-form, 4’ is in full sad-form. 0 
5. Completeness 
In this section we show the completeness of the axiom system with respect to 
formulae in full sad-form. As by the results of previous section any formula can be 
provably transformed into this form, the completeness of the axiomatisation for whole 
vCTL* follows immediately. Let us first describe a tableau construction for formulae in 
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full sad-form, made possible by special properties that this normal form enjoys, shown 
in Lemmas 24 and 25. 
Lemma 24. Let 4 and 4’ be formulae such that 4 V 4’ is in sad-form. Then 
k Y4J v 4’) * W$) v (W’). 
Proof. Assume first that ‘#I and 4 are pure path formulae. Since qbV$’ is deterministic, 
by definition there exists a propositional formula @ which is a deterministic choice for 
I$ V I$‘, i.e. + 4 + 1’9 and + 4’ + -$. Since 4,@’ and II/ are pure path formulae, by 
Proposition 15 this implies k 4 + $ and k 4’ + $. As II/ is a state formula, we have 
k (V$) V (b$). Consequently, 
Let then 4 and 4’ be any formulae such that 4 v 4’ is in sad-form. By definition, 4 V 4’ 
can be written in the form I$ V 4’ = ($ V Il/‘)[nxo/xc~, . . . nxk/Xk] where II/V t+b’ iS a pure 
path formula in sad-form. By the above, we know that k V($ V @‘) ti (V$) V (V$‘). 
But by Lemma 16 this implies 
i.e. k V(qb V 4’) ti (V+) V (V#). 0 
Lemma 25. If C$ A 4’ is strongly aconjunctive, then either C#J is a state formula and 
k ZI(4 A 4’) H 4 A (II&), or 4’ is a state formula and k II(b A 4’) H (II4) A 4’. 
Proof. By definition either 4 or 4’ is a state formula. Suppose 4 is. Then 1 4 w 
VC#J * 34, implying that 
Definition 26. Let 4 be a state formula in full sad-form. A tableau T for 4 is an 
infinite tree, every node t of which is labelled with a triple (s’, r’, d,), where 
_ s’ E N*, r’ is a finite set of extended formulae in pnf, dt a definition list such that 
r’ [d,] is a set of state formulae, 
- the children of a node t of T are derived by using one of the rules in Fig. 3, and 
- the root of T is labelled with (E, {4}, E). 
A node t of T is a o-node iff the o-rule is applied at t. For every node t of T and 
every child t’ of t, the rule applied at node t induces a relation + G r, x r” as in 
Definition 7, except 
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name application name application 
VL 
s, r u 14 V 47, d VR s, ru{4vd’I, d 
3, rut+}, d +ru{d’), d 
nvL s> r u WdJ v #I), d ~IVR 3, r U {n($ V #‘)I, d 
3, r u W), d 3, ru WI), d 
A 
3, ru {dAd’), d 
3, ru wo, d 
nAL 3, wwww 1 CAR 3, r u tqti Ad)), d 1 
3, r u mwh d 3, r u (11, VW), d 
na 
3, r u {rIuz.$, d 
2 l-w 
3,rutnu1, d 3 
3, r u {IIU}, d (u, uz.$ 3, r u w[~l4~, d 
state 




3, ~~~~0~,"',~0~~~~t~0~1,~'~,~0~~~, d * 
3 . 0, rv, d s’l,rvU{3&},d s~k,rVU{3~k},d 
Note: 1: $~[a!j is a state formula 
2: u does not appear in d 
3: d(u) = UZ.C#J 
4: each $ E r[dj is atomic, and rv = {V&, . , V&n) 
Fig. 3. Tableau rules. 
- if the rule is 0, VO$J + VC#I for every formula of the form VOC#IET~, and 304 + 
34 for every formula of the form 34 E r,/. 
A tableau T is proper iff there is no minimal constant u E 9 and infinite path p of T 
such that IIu E rPci) for infinitely many i E N. A tableau T is consistent iff for every 
node t of T, the formula A r, [dt] is consistent. 
All the tableau rules except Zl V L, Il V R, Il AL and 17 AR are the natural decom- 
position and fixpoint unfolding rules, analogous to those of Fig. 1. Furthermore, for 
the case II= 3, the Il V L and I7 V R rules are the obvious decomposition rules for 
3(4 V 4’). On the other hand, for the case Il = V the Zl V L and I7 V R rules reflect 
the determinism of formulae in the sad-form as stated in Lemma 24. Similarly, the 
Zl A L and ll A R rules rely on the strong aconjunctivity of such formulae in the sense 
of Lemma 25. 
Let us point out first that the existence of a proper consistent tableau guarantees 
satisfiability. 
Lemma 27. Let 4 be a state formula in fill sad-form. If there is a proper consistent 
tableau T for 4, then C$ is satisjiable. 
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Proof. A consistent tableau T naturally induces a model M. We can show by induction 
on the V-depth of $ that M,ss, + + for all $ E r, [4] and all nodes t of T, by reading 
proper path tableaux from T and applying Proposition 8. 0 
It is easy to see that for any tableau element (s, I’, d), if A T[d] is consistent, then 
some tableau rule can be applied to (s, r, d) so that A T’[d’] is consistent for every 
resulting child (s’, r’,d’). Therefore, it is easy to construct a consistent tableau T for 
any consistent formula 4 in full sad-form. However, there is nothing in this con- 
struction to guarantee that the resulting T would be proper as well as consistent. To 
this purpose we use a technique similar to Kozen’s [12] for strengthening minimal 
fixpoints. The method is based on the fact that if (n,uz.4) A $ is consistent, then 
(IZC#J[~Z.(C#J A +)/z])A II/ is consistent. For ZI =V the special properties of the sad- 
form are needed for this and the proof (Lemma 30) requires several steps. For n = 3, 
on the other hand, the claim holds for all pz. C#J and the proof (Lemma 3 1) is more 
straightforward. 
Lemma 28. Let pz.4 and II/ be formulae such that pz. 4 is strongly co-aconjunctive, 
and $ is a state formula without free occurrences of z. Zf (Vpz. 4) A II/ is consistent, 
then (‘v’&z.(c$ A -$)/z]) A + is consistent. 
Proof. Assume that (V& pz . ( C#I A -$)/z]) A + IS inconsistent, i.e. that t- (V~[PZ.($ A 
-$)/z]) + -II/. As + is a state formula, t- -$ @ VT*, and 
As pz.4 is strongly co-aconjunctive, this implies by the VP-induction rule that 
i.e. (V,UZ, 4) A t+b is inconsistent. 0 
Lemma 29. If pz.4 is in sad-form, there is a formula 4’ such that 1 4 H #, z is 
bindable in 4’ and pz.4’ is strongly co-aconjunctive. 
Proof. Assume first that pz. 4 is a pure path formula. Define inductively a formula 
7 for every subformula + of ,UZ.C#J by $=-$ for *ES”, -$=e, m=$V -- 
+‘, /IX.+ = vx.~[~x/x], G= /I.x$[xc/x], 3 = o$ and $ V II/’ = (y A$) V (‘y Av), 
where y is a deterministic choice for II/ V tf not containing any variable bound by a 
fixpoint in pz . C#I. 
Define then 4’ = -3. It is easy to see that b 3 H -4, implying k 4’ * 4. By 
Proposition 15, this implies I- 4’ @ 4. Since z occurs only positively in 4, it does 
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so in 4’ as well, and z is bindable in 4’. It is easy to see that vz.$[-z/z] is strongly 
aconjunctive, and that consequently pz . 4’ is strongly co-aconjunctive. 
Let then pz .4 be an arbitrary formula in sad-form. By definition pz. C#I can be written 
in the form pz. cj = (pz. IC/)[Ilx&, . . . IlpJqJ where pz.$ is a pure path formula 
in sad-form, and z does not occur in any xi. By the above we know that there is 
a formula I,V fulfilling the claim of the lemma with respect to pz.$. Define then 
4’ = VWxolxo, . . . nx,&k]. Since t- $ H +I, we have t- 4 H c$’ by Lemma 16. It is 
clear that z is bindable in 4’ and that pz. 4’ is strongly co-aconjunctive. 0 
Lemma 30. Let pz.4 be formula in sad-form, and $ a state formula without free 
occurrences of z. If (‘dpz. 4) A II/ is consistent, then (VC#J[~Z.(C$ A 7$)/z]) A $ is 
consistent. 
Proof. Take the 4’ provided by Lemma 29. As k I$ H CJS, we have t- (Vpz.4) # 
(Vpz.4’) and t (V~[,UZ.(~ A +)/z])H (Vt$‘[pz.(qYA+)/z]). Therefore, if (Vpz.$)/\ll/ 
is consistent, (Vpz. cf~‘) A t,b is consistent, implying by Lemma 28 that (VC#J’[~Z.(C#J’ A 
-$)/z])A$ is consistent, i.e. that (Vc$[pz.(c#~A+)/z])A+ is consistent. 0 
Lemma 31. Let C$ be a formula, and $ a state formula without free occurrences of z. 
If ($z.c$) A$ is consistent, then @$[pz.(~$ A-$)/z]) A t,b is consistent. 
Proof. If @cj[pz.(cjA+)/z]) A+ . . IS inconsistent, then we have k (S$[~z.(~ A-$)/z]) 
+ -$, implying that 
By the p-induction rule then t pz. cj + pz.(c#~ A +). Furthermore, since + is a state 
formula, 
implying that (3pz. 4) A II/ is inconsistent. 0 
Let us then modify the original tableau system to incorporate the technique of 
strengthening minimal fixpoints. 
Definition 32. Let 4 be a state formula in full sad-form. A strong tableau T for 4 is 
an infinite tree, every node t of which is labelled with a 4-tuple (st,rl,dr,di) where 
- (sI, T,,d,) is a tableau node label as defined in Definition 26, and df is a defi- 
nition list such that if dt = (~0, azo.&,) . . . (u,,, OZ~.&,), then d; = (~0, azo.~o A a~). . . 
(u,, oz,&, A a,) for some state formulae rxi (possibly T), 
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name application name application 
rIa’ 
S, JJu {IIaz.~}, d, d” 1 nvv S, ru{G}, d, d” 2 
% l-u WI, d’, d”’ 8, r IJ ‘JWbl4~, 4 d” 
nuCL 
s, l- u{IIu}, d, d” 3 
8, r u UWb/4~, 4 da’ 
Note: 1: u does not appear in d, d’ = d (u, CW.~), d”’ = d” (u, uz.4). 
2: d(u) = vz.4 
3: Assume that d = (~0, a.~&,). (IL,, u.z,,.q$,), 
u = u,, d(um) = ~Z.C#J and d’(u,) = ~z.(I$ A a). 
Then d”(q) = d”(ui) for 0 5 i < m, 
d”(q) = d(u;) for m < i 5 n, and 
d*‘(u,) = p.z.(d A (Y A d) where cy’ = pnf(V- A r[d”]), 
where dz(u,) = dS(u,) and d”(ui) = d”‘(u;) for i # m. 
Fig. 4. Strong tableau rules. 
the children of a node t are derived by the rules VL, VR, i7 V L, II V R, A, Il AL, 
II AR, state or 0, which are as in Fig. 3, with the extra definition list passed on 
unchanged, or by the rules Ila’, IlUv or llUp in Fig. 4, and 
the root of T is labelled with (E, { +}, E, E). 
strong tableau T being proper is defined as in Definition 26. A strong tableau T is 
consistent iff for every node t of T, the formula A I’, [df] is consistent. 
Lemma 33. Let T be a (strong) tableau. For every node t of T every dejinition 
constant u is active in at most one formula y E r,. 
Proof. Straightforward induction on the structure of T. 0 
Lemma 34. Let T be a strong tableau. If T is consistent, then T is proper, 
Proof. Take a strong tableau T which is not proper. Then there is an infmite path p 
of T, a node t along p and a minimal constant u such that ZIu E rp(i) for infinitely 
many i E N. Let (so, ro,do,di)(sl, rl,dl,di). . . be the sequence of labels along p and 
let u = u,. Assume that m is the smallest index such that urn is a minimal constant 
and nu, E rp(i) for infinitely many i E Rd. Then there is some bound n E N such that 
for all i >n and all minimal constants Uj for which j <m, I7uj +! Ti. This implies 
ds(uj)=di(uj) for all O<j<m and i>n. 
For every i2n, define a definition list d; by: df(uj) = dt(uj) for every 0 <j <m, 
and df(uj) =di(uj) for every j>m. Let dr be a definition list like df, except for 
di(uj) = di(uj). For a set r of state formulae in pnf, define cl(T), the closure of r, as 
the minimal set which contains r and fulfils the following requirements: if IT(4 A 4’) 
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E cl(T) or II7(4 V 4’) E cl(T), then II&, IZ# E cl(T), if 4 A 4’ E cl(T) or 4 V 4’ E cl(T), 
then 4,4’ E cl(T), if Ii’az.4 E cl(T) then ZI+[ozx#~/z] E cl(T), if IZo$ E cl(T) then 
ZI~EC~(T), and if IZ$ E cl(T) and 4 is a state formula, then 4 E cl(T). Define 
X=cl(T,[&]). Notice that X is clearly finite. As ITUP-rule is not applied to any of 
uc ,..., u,-1, T,[dY] GX for all i>n. 
Let then n<io<il< +.. be an infinite sequence of indices such that for every j E kJ, 
Ilu, E G, and the ZIl_J,u-rule is applied to lIu, to obtain c;+t from c;. For each 
j E kJ, define 41 = c,\{IZu,}. By Lemma 33, u, is not active in any formula in &;. 
Therefore, 41 [dc] = qi[[d$ LX for all j E N. 
Since X is finite there must be some points k and 1 in the sequence io, il, . . . such 
that k< I and r{[d;] = T/[d;]. As the ZIUP-rule is applied to IIu, at k and as the 
IIUP-rule is not applied to any of uc,. . ., u,-1 between k and 1, this means that 
t- (IIu,[d;]) + (ll\T,‘[d,X]) H (ll\T/[d,X]). But then 
meaning that T is not consistent. 0 
Lemma 35. Let C$ be a state formula in full sad-form. If C) is consistent, hen there 
is a consistent strong tableau for 4. 
Proof. By induction on the structure of a strong tableau T, we can show that for every 
node t of T and every formula $ E I& +[dt] is in full sad-form, and that if $ is of the 
form $=ZI$‘, then +‘[df] is in sad-form. Using Lemmas 24, 25 and (for the ITUp- 
rule) 30, 31 and 33, we can show that for any node t of a strong tableau T such that 
Art [d;] is consistent, some rule can be applied to node t so that for every resulting 
child t’, /jrp[dS,] is consistent. Consequently, we can build a consistent strong tableau 
for 4 by starting from the root and applying the rules in any order which preserves 
consistency. 0 
Proposition 36. If I$ is a consistent state formula in full sad-form, C$ is satisfiable. 
Proof. Direct from Lemmas 27, 34 and 35. 0 
Theorem 37. Zf C$ is consistent, C#I is satisjiable. 
Proof. Direct from I- 4 + 34, Propositions 23 and 36, and Theorem 14. 0 
Corollary 38 (Completeness). Zf + 4 then t 4. 
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An interesting question is what this completeness result for the extended computation 
tree logic vCTL* with respect to R-generable structures tells us about the same problem 
for the usual computation tree logic CTL *. Although CTL* is a sublogic of vCTL”, 
there are two reasons why the current completeness proof cannot be directly transferred 
to CTL*. First, the principle of 3v-induction cannot be expressed directly in the more 
restricted language of CTL*, and secondly, when CTL*-formulae are transferred to the 
deterministic normal form, the result is not necessarily in CTL* anymore. 
However, we believe that the current work outlines one potential way of attacking 
the completeness problem for CTL*. First, the presence of the 3v-induction rule here 
leads us to believe that some similar proof principle, allowing us to join infinitely 
many finite path segments to a single path, will be needed for CTL*, as well. One 
possible candidate is the axiom schema k VG(I#J + 3oF4)+ (4 =+3GF4) for state 
formulae 4, although it is not clear whether this is sufficiently strong. Secondly, we 
believe that it should be possible to recast the current proof in a form where the 
explicit transformation to deterministic normal form is not required, but this is done 
implicitly in the process of building the model for a consistent formula. If this can 
be done, then the inability to express the deterministic formulae in CTL* would not 
necessarily collapse the proof. However, at the current stage this is still speculation 
and the axiomatisation problem for CTL* remains open. 
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